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INTRODUCTION

In a short space of time,
the COVID-19 pandemic
drastically changed the
marketing sector.
In July 2020, an IP Bellweather
analysis of the marketing industry
highlighted a significant decrease
in marketing budgets - the net
balance of which fell to -50.7% in
the second quarter of 2020, down
from -6.1% in the previous months.
This was a worse result than during
the last recession when the net fall
hit -41.7% in Q4 2008.
And yet, the industry has started
to recover from the initial shocks
of COVID-19. Marketing budgets
expanded for the first time in a year
and a half in July 2021. However,
many brands emerged from the
pandemic with a more targeted
approach to marketing compared
with their activity before the
pandemic.
In the early days of the outbreak
last year, when over half of the
global population was in some form
of lockdown, many brands turned
to influencer marketing to maintain
connections with their consumers,
with spending on this channel
reaching $9.7bn in 2020.
This figure is expected to exceed
$15bn by 2022 as more brands
realise the benefits of using
creators in their social media
campaigns. And with more social
media platforms scaling and setting
the cultural agenda – such as TikTok
– creators are emerging as the key
gateway between consumers and
brands.

The research highlights an ever
increasing focus on influencer
marketing, which is being favored
over
many
other
marketing
channels both online and offline.
In fact, influencer marketing was
the only channel not to decrease
in effectiveness when it comes
to conversion since the start
of the pandemic. Given this, it’s
unsurprising that marketers are
increasingly putting their faith
and budgets into multi-channel
influencer campaigns and seeing
value in their creative content.
With a growing number of brands
trusting influencers more, the
relationship
between
them
is changing, with the barriers
previously put up by marketers
breaking down and creators coming
into the campaign creation process
at an early stage.
As
the
influencer
marketing
industry continues to develop, we
are seeing consumers’ perceptions
of creators shift. No longer are
they solely seen as producers of
content: they are trusted sources
of information, spokespeople on
societal and ethical issues, and
play an important role in users’
mental health. As part of this shift
in the expectations, constructive
questions will be directed to both
creators and the brands they work
with over diversity, ethical conduct,
and engagement in political issues,
all of which are helping to shape
the industry and will, ultimately,
improve it for the better.

In an industry that is continually
evolving, this paper examines the
priorities and expectations of over
3,300 consumers, marketers and
creators in the UK and US. Our focus
spans four key themes: Pandemicrelated
Trends,
Marketing
Performance, Ethics, and Future of
the Industry.
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PANDEMIC
RELATED TRENDS

CHAPTER 1

The pandemic changed
the face of the global
marketing landscape
drastically, with very
few sectors untouched
– but has created huge
opportunities for creators.
With consumers housebound under
lockdown restrictions, marketers
adapted by turning to online
channels to reach target audiences.
This
phenomenon
accelerated
an already rapidly growing trend
towards online shopping and away
from physical in-store shopping.
Creators rode the crest of this wave
to become an increasingly important
and
effective
communications
tool for brands. At the height of
the pandemic, when organizing a
photo or video shoot was extremely
challenging, they assumed the role
of an outsourced creative director
for brands, capable of executing
complex brand briefs remotely
while supporting a variety of
campaign objectives and producing
high quality visual content.

LAUREN SPEARMAN
HEAD OF CONSUMER COMMS &
SOCIAL AT MADE.COM

THE PANDEMIC HAS REALLY
SHOWN THE VALUE OF
INFLUENCE - BRANDS WERE
NOT PREPARED OR SET UP
FOR CREATING CONTENT
BUT CREATORS WERE
BEST POSITIONED TO DO
SO. THEY WERE TAPPED
INTO AS VALUABLE AND
PROFESSIONAL SOURCES OF
PRODUCTION.

The trust creators have fostered
with consumers allowed brands to
engage, inform and persuade when
other channels, such as Out-ofHome (OOH), became less effective
due to lack of footfall on the streets.
This growth in demand for creators
in the place of other channels
served to increase the number
of brands exploring influencer
marketing and build trust in the
channel as familiarity developed
over time. This has translated into
a growing confidence in influencer
marketing.

Since the start of the pandemic,
our research has found that seven
out of ten marketers (70%) are
now more likely to use creators in
brand campaigns, while a similar
figure (69%) agree that influencer
marketing budgets represent a
greater proportion of their overall
marketing budget.

takumihq

69%
of marketers agree
that influencer
marketing budgets
represent a greater
proportion of their
overall marketing
budget than prepandemic
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The findings reveal that medium
and large sized businesses, in
particular, will allocate greater
budgets for influencer activity even more so among US firms
of which 73% said this versus
65% in the UK. More surprisingly,
marketers in alternative sectors,
such as those in the ‘manufacturing
& utilities’ sector, were most likely
to have increased their marketing
budget allocation to creators since
the start of the pandemic, with 76%
saying so, followed closely by the
‘legal’ (74%), ‘healthcare’ (72%) and
‘transport & travel’ (71%) sectors.

DOM IVISON
CO-FOUNDER AND CEO AT THISTHAT

DESPITE THE PANDEMIC,
INFLUENCER MARKETING
HAS SEEN PHENOMENAL
GROWTH. THE PANDEMIC HAS
SHIFTED PEOPLE TOWARDS
SOCIAL. OUR INTERACTION
WITH INFLUENCERS HAS
INCREASED. OUR KNOWLEDGE
AROUND SPACES THEY EXIST
IN HAS BROADENED THE
MINDS OF MANY.

The growing faith displayed in
creators since the start of the
pandemic is also demonstrated
by the 66% rise in the number of
marketers using more of them per
campaign. Additionally, a further
two thirds of marketers (69%) also
agree that they are now using more
social media channels per influencer
marketing campaign compared
with pre-pandemic. The results
suggest that the scale of influencer
marketing campaigns is rising in
tandem with increasing spend - and
that marketers are becoming more
experimental and confident as they
explore new and emerging channels
such as TikTok.
TikTok’s popularity is reflected
by creators too. Although 97%
confirmed they had collaborated
with brands on Instagram - the most
common platform for influencer
marketing campaigns - the second
most common was TikTok with
almost six in ten (59%) creators
having reported doing a brand
campaign on the platform.

This was followed by YouTube
(31%), Facebook (24%), Pinterest
(20%), Twitter (14%), Snapchat
(3%), Twitch (1%) and Triller (0.3%).
The popularity of established
channels such as Facebook and
Twitter, which have burgeoning
reputations as influencer marketing
platforms shows the success of
their
promotional
campaigns
to increase creator content and
grow e-commerce opportunities
for brands. Back in July 2021, for
example, Facebook launched its
creator fund to commit over $1
billion of investment by the end of
2022 towards a program that gives
creators new ways to earn money
for their content.
This is encouraging for the
industry’s growth and raises
competition for other platforms
which were traditional influencer
marketing heartlands. The growth
in the number of viable platforms
for brands to explore has not
gone unnoticed by creators either.
Almost three quarters (72%) believe
that brands are looking to work with
creators on more multi-channel
campaigns compared with prepandemic.

100%

75%

50%

25%

0%
TRILLER

TWITCH

SNAPCHAT

TWITTER

PINTEREST

FACEBOOK

YOUTUBE

TIKTOK

INSTAGRAM

One example of this diversification
of
influencer
marketing
into
specialised sectors is Wickes, the
UK-based builders merchants. In
2020, TAKUMI supported Wickes
on the UK’s first ever home
improvement brand campaign on
TikTok. At the height of lockdown
in the UK, the #MyWickesMyWay
campaign showcased inspirational
interior design content from
creators at home. The campaign
successfully capitalised on the rising
trend in home improvement during
lockdown, securing a combined
reach of 442,000 and engagement
rate of 17.9%.
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@NATHANLEEALLEN, CREATOR (US)

SINCE THE START OF THE
PANDEMIC, THE CONTENT
AND OBJECTIVES OF AN
INFLUENCER MARKETING
CAMPAIGN HAVE FOCUSED
ON MORE AT HOME, DAILY
ROUTINES, HOBBIES,
PASSIONS, OR EVEN THE
SIMPLE MOMENTS. THAT’S
WHY TIKTOK HAS GOTTEN
SO BIG, BECAUSE YOU DON’T
HAVE TO PUT ON A FACADE.
WHAT WAS MUNDANE HAS
NOW BECOME MEMORABLE.

Interrogating the data further,
the findings from the consumer
survey show that the growing
trend in consumer engagement
with creators is in fact accelerating
fastest among older generations of
users. Contrary to popular belief
that it is the youngest generations
most engaged with content creators,
25-34-year-olds and 35-44-year-olds
frequently reported the highest rise
in engagement rates across all of
the above social media platforms.

75%

50%

PETITE ELLIEE
@PETITEELLIEE (UK)

MY LIKES AND COMMENTS
HAVE TRIPLED SINCE
LOCKDOWN AND MY
AUDIENCE ARE MORE
ENGAGED THAN EVER. IT
TOTALLY MAKES SENSE
BECAUSE THEY JUST WANT A
LITTLE ESCAPISM - WHICH IS
WHAT INFLUENCER CONTENT
PROVIDES.

25%

0%
TRILLER

TWITCH

25-34

SNAPCHAT

PINTEREST

16-24

TIKTOK

INSTAGRAM

YOUTUBE

The growth in influencer marketing
activity and brand budgets is
being fuelled by the continued
rise in consumer engagement
with content creators. Consumer
engagement with creator content
has been boosted most on YouTube
– with 56% US and UK consumers
reporting engagement increasing
since the start of the pandemic.
This is followed by Instagram (48%),
TikTok (37%), Snapchat (32%),
Pinterest (29%), Twitch (26%) and
Triller (21%). The results suggest
that although TikTok is lauded as the
platform with the most significant
growth during the pandemic,
surpassing two billion downloads
on mobile devices by May 2020 the most downloads any app has
ever gotten in a single quarter - it
has not yet translated that into a
significant increase in engagement
with creators specifically. It will
need to continue to improve its
offering to compete with other
more established platforms.

35-44

The results suggest that the greatest
potential future brand opportunities
may in fact lie in older demographics
which historically may have been
less of a target for influencer
marketing campaigns. However, the
increased engagement among older
demographics has not come at the
expense of 16-24-year-olds who
remain highly engaged, with rates
continuing to increase steadily as
well.
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MARKETING
PERFORMANCE
More brands than ever
before are relying on
creators as a core
advertizing channel and
creative force.

JIM MEADOWS

Our research last year revealed that
almost three-quarters of marketers
(73%) allocated a greater proportion
of their resources to influencer
marketing than they did in 2019,
and this trend has continued.

MEASUREMENT OF
INFLUENCER MARKETING
HAS ADAPTED IN LINE
WITH THE CHANGING WAY
CONSUMERS USE SOCIAL
MEDIA. INSTAGRAM’S HIDING
OF LIKES WAS A CATALYST
FOR THIS, AND WE ARE NOW
MOVING AWAY FROM VANITY
METRICS AND TRACKED
SALES NUMBERS. TODAY
BRANDS RECOGNISE THE
BENEFITS OF ESTABLISHING
GENUINE PARTNERSHIPS
WITH CREATORS AND ARE
PRIORITISING LONGERTERM AMBASSADOR
RELATIONSHIPS.

Marketers’ increasing use and rising
confidence in influencer marketing
is seeing them pursue longer term
relationships with creators. Our
research shows that nearly half
(48%) of marketers in the US and
UK believe building long-term and
retaining strong relationships is the
most important aspect for them
when working with creators – a
notable increase on the number of
marketers who selected this option
last year (42%). While identifying
the right creators for a campaign
(51%) remains the most important
aspect for marketers in the working
relationship, their prioritization of
long-term partnerships suggests
the influencer marketing industry
is continuing to mature, with
marketers understanding the value
of consistently using creators as
brand ambassadors.

CHIEF STRATEGY OFFICER AT TAKUMI

Further evidence of the market
maturing is seen in the changing
attitude
towards
ROI
from
marketers. In 2020, over two-fifths
(43%) of marketers in the US and
UK said demonstrating ROI was
the most important aspect of their
partnership with creators, however,
this year, only 39% selected this
option, signalling that marketers
and senior decision makers are
recognising the long term brand
benefits and returns creators offer
beyond simply driving immediate
engagement or sales.

Encouragingly for the future of the
industry, creators also rate building
long-term partnerships as the most
important aspect of working with
brands, showing an important
alignment on their priorities in the
working relationship. Over half
(52%) of creators in the US and
UK said ongoing opportunities to
partner with brands was the most
important part of their relationship
with marketers, while a further 21%
said networking and connecting
with the brand was an essential part
of the influencer-brand relationship.

BUILDING LONG-TERM
CREATOR-BRAND
RELATIONSHIPS
The
maturing
relationship
between brands and creators is
also changing the way influencer
marketing campaigns are created.
At TAKUMI, we have long promoted
the value of adopting a creator-led
approach to influencer marketing
and in September 2020, we
launched creator collectives with
this approach at its heart. Since
the launch, we’ve continued to see
the barriers between brands and
creators lift. Our research found
that two-fifths of UK marketers
(40%) believe it is important to
engage creators from campaign
inception. Adopting this approach
allows brands to tap into creators’
deep understanding of today’s
cultural landscape, the platforms
they operate in and the audiences
they interact with. Doing so can
help facilitate closer relationships
between brands and creators and
result in better quality content.
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However, marketers in the US
are not aligned with their UK
counterparts when it comes to
integrating creators into the
campaign creation process. While
the UK approach focuses more on
tapping into an creator’s expertise
and connecting brands with their
cultural following, 37% of US
marketers place greater importance
on exploring emerging or new
social media channels. Adopting
a multichannel strategy allows
brands to communicate to a varied
audience, maximizing exposure in
the process. However, spreading
your influencer marketing spend
too thinly might not result in the
best possible campaign results and
exploring new platforms is a more
entrepreneurial approach which
can expose brands to new risks but
which can also reap rewards in a
competitive market.
Despite
the
differences
in
approaches
among
marketers,
they share common concerns - the
most common of which is access to
analytics when it comes to emerging
platforms, such as TikTok (22%),
Triller (20%) and Twitch (22%). While
more established platforms – such
as YouTube and Instagram – offer
brands access to more analytics,
they pose a different challenge for
marketers compared to new social
media sites. A lack of control over
visual content or accompanying
text ranked as the number one
concern for marketers for both
YouTube (25%) and Instagram
(25%), while a further quarter of
marketers (25%) said demonstrating
ROI was a worry when it came to the
Meta app.

Regardless
of
the
platform,
marketers believe the greatest
benefit of using creators in
marketing campaigns is the high
level of engagement (38%) and
brand awareness (35%) they
drive. Creators’ ability to reach
niche audiences (35%) is also
highly valued – particularly by UK
marketers (37%). While a further
third (32%) agree that creators
are useful sales generating tools –
especially by US marketers (35%)
– demonstrating the wide variety
of objectives creators can support
on and the different ways they are
used in the two markets.

THEY GIVE AN AUTHENTIC
VOICE TO OUR BRAND VALUES
THE ABILITY TO BETTER
REFLECT A DIVERSE SOCIETY
THEY CREATE HIGH
QUALITY CREATIVE CONTENT
THEY PROVIDE
CREATIVE DIRECTION
THEY PROVIDE
AUDIENCE INSIGHTS
THEY REACH NICHE
AUDIENCES
THEY OPERATE ACROSS
MULTIPLE CHANNELS
THEY GENERATE
HIGH ENGAGEMENT
THEY GENERATE
SALES
THEY DRIVE BRAND
AWARENESS

0%

15%

30%

45%

LAUREN SPEARMAN
HEAD OF CONSUMER COMMS &
SOCIAL AT MADE.COM

THE BIGGEST BENEFIT OF
WORKING WITH INFLUENCERS
IS THEIR INTERPRETATION OF
BRANDS AND GETTING THEM
IN FRONT OF NEW AUDIENCES
THAT ARE OTHERWISE
DIFFICULT TO REACH
OURSELVES.
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Exploring influencer marketing
in future campaigns will be
especially important for brands,
especially since it was the only
marketing channel not to reduce in
effectiveness since the start of the
pandemic.

Our
research
found
that
traditional channels – which were
adversely impacted by restrictions
on
movement
imposed
by
Governments around the world
– have become less impactful
since 2019. Only 37% of UK and
US consumers said they’d been
influenced to buy a product or
service by TV/radio advertizing,
compared to 42% in 2019, while the
number of consumers influenced by
print/outdoor advertizing dropped
from 32% in 2019 to 29% this year.
On the other hand, influencer
marketing was the only channel to
increase in effectiveness since the
start of the pandemic. It proved to
be the most effective marketing
channel for conversion, second
only to a recommendation from
someone you trust (53%). Nearly
half (46%) of UK and US consumers
said they’d been influenced to buy a
product – rising from 34% in 2019,
before the pandemic.

MAX OSBORNE
CO-FOUNDER AT THISTHAT

INFLUENCERS ARE BETTER
AT GRABBING THE ATTENTION
OF THEIR AUDIENCE THAN
ANY OTHER FORM OF
ADVERTISING. THEY ARE
MORE MEMORABLE, THEY
SET TRENDS AND THEY
CHANGE HOW BRANDS
ARE DISCOVERED AND
PURCHASED. FURTHERMORE
THEIR AUDIENCES GO
TO THEM FOR PRODUCT
REVIEWS WHEN CONSIDERING
PURCHASES OR SIGN UPS.

Notably, the effectiveness of
influencer marketing when it comes
to conversion also increased among
older generations of consumers,
rising from 57% among 16-24-yearolds and 25-34-year-olds to 61%
among
35-44-year-olds.
When
compared with 2019, there was also
a notable increase in conversions
among the oldest generations
- increasing from 29% and 13%
among 45-54 and 55+ year-olds
respectively in 2019 to 36% and 24%
in 2021. The results demonstrate
again the growing opportunities
for influencer marketing when
targeting older consumers.
Its effectiveness among older
groups was also more pronounced
in the US than in the UK. Nearly
three quarters (71%) of 35-44 yearolds and 59% of 16-24-year-olds in
the US said they’d been influenced
to buy a product or service by an
influencer – compared to 48% and
53% among the same age group in
the UK, respectively.
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AUTHENTICITY
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Part of the rising influence of
creators over consumer purchasing
habits can be explained by the rise
of social media usage during the
pandemic, however, the impact of
creators’ authenticity should not
be overlooked. The pandemic has
taught us that the most important
traits for content creators are
compassion, understanding and
responsible
content
sharing.
Audiences are now more than
willing to push back against any
content deemed overly promotional
or out-of-touch – the backlash
against Kim Kardashian’s holiday
pictures during the height of the
pandemic being a case in point.
Unsurprisingly,
our
research
found that three in ten US and UK
consumers (30%) trust creators
more than high profile public
figures and celebrities to promote
brands that are relevant to them –
an increase from 27% in 2019. The
level of trust placed in creators is
even more pronounced among
younger consumers, with half of
16-24-year-old consumers in the
UK and US (50%) saying they trust
creators more than celebrities to
promote relevant brands.

30%
of consumers trust
influencers more
than high profile
public figures
and celebrities to
promote brands
that are relevant to
them

MAX OSBORNE
CO-FOUNDER AT THISTHAT

CREATORS DRIVE
AWARENESS, PURCHASE
INTENT AND ADVOCACY
AND SHIFT PERCEPTION IN
POCKETS OF THE MARKET
THAT OTHER FORMS OF
MARKETING WOULD MISS.
THEY’VE DEVELOPED THIS
UNIQUE ABILITY THROUGH
THE TRUSTING RELATIONSHIP
THAT THEY HAVE BUILT
AND CURATED WITH THEIR
AUDIENCE UTILISING
ENGAGING CONTENT AND BY
BEING AUTHENTIC.

However,
consumers’
appetite
for authenticity extends beyond a
preference for brands to partner
with creators over celebrities.
Consumers are calling for all brand
engagements to be authentic and
our research shows that creators
can support marketers on this,
with almost a third of UK and US
consumers (31%) agreeing that
creator content is more relatable
and relevant than a brand’s own
advertizing. This figure rises to
42% among 16-24-year-olds and
47% among 25-34-year-olds and
35-44-year-olds.
Similar results emerged when
consumers were asked about their
connection to content, with nearly
a third (31%) saying they connected
more on a personal and emotional
level with influencer content than
branded content, rising from 29% in
2019. The figures are especially high
among younger audiences: 46%
among 16-24-year-olds, 50% among
25-34-year-olds and 46% among
35-44-year-olds.
While authenticity is clearly valued
by consumers, it’s important that
marketers recognise the impact this
has on creators. Six in ten creators
(60%) said they felt pressure to
meet consumers’ demand for
authenticity, signalling the need
for brands to support creators and
allow them the freedom to create
the type of branded content that fits
with their social media profile.
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TRANSPARENCY IS KEY
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Alongside authenticity, trust is also
important to consumers and our
research found that creators can
support perceptions of brands as
trustworthy. Nearly three in ten US
and UK consumers (29%) believe
that creators are more likely to be
honest than brands – an increase
on 2019’s figure where only 26% of
consumers held this belief.

Similarly, over a quarter of UK and
US consumers (28%) trust a social
media creator’s recommendation
on a product or service more than
a normal brand advert, rising to
42% among 16-24-year-olds, 44%
among 25-34-year-olds and 42%
among 35-44-year-olds. This also
represents an increase on 2019’s
figure where less than a quarter
(23%) trusted a recommendation
from a creator more than a normal
brand advert.
However, the trust placed in
creators by consumers can be
eroded if a creator engages in
disingenuous
endorsements
and is opaque about their brand
partnerships.

JIM MEADOWS
CHIEF STRATEGY OFFICER AT TAKUMI

INFLUENCER MARKETING
USED TO SHOW AN
UNREALISTIC VISION OF
PERFECTION, WHICH
CAUSED FRUSTRATIONS
AMONG SOME CONSUMER
GROUPS. HOWEVER, OVER
THE PAST YEAR, WE’VE
SEEN A MARKED SHIFT
AWAY FROM THIS AESTHETIC
AND TOWARDS GENUINE,
AUTHENTIC CONTENT. TIKTOK,
INSTAGRAM AND YOUTUBE
HAVE SPURRED THIS CHANGE
BY PRIORITISING SHORTFORM VIDEO CONTENT ON
THEIR PLATFORMS, A TOOL
WHICH GIVES CREATORS THE
CHANCE TO OFFER A MORE
RAW AND REALISTIC VERSION
OF THE WORLD.

Transparency is key to building trust
between creators and consumers,
and this is particularly true when
it comes to gifting. Only a third of
UK and US consumers (31%) trust
brands to be transparent about
when they are gifting or paying
creators - rising to 50% among
25-34-year-olds and 35-44-yearolds. This represents a significant
drop since 2019 (43%), suggesting
that as the market grows there is
more work to be done to reinforce
trust and limit opportunities for
audience cynicism.

The trust placed in brands when
it comes to gifting is particularly
evident in the US, with nearly half
of consumers (49%) trusting brands
to be transparent about when
they are gifting or paying creators,
compared to 34% of UK consumers.
The disparity between the two
markets is reflective of a wider
distrust from UK consumers when
it comes to gifting, with only 26% of
UK consumers trusting creators to
be transparent about when they are
being gifted or paid by brands – this
jumps to over a third (37%) of US
consumers.
Overall, only three in ten (31%) UK
and US consumers trust creators
to be transparent about when they
are being gifted or paid by brands –
down from 2019’s figure where 32%
of UK and US consumers said they
trusted creators to clearly sign postpaid partnerships, using #ad or a
paid promotion tag, rising to 50% of
16-24-year-olds. The figures show
that there is still plenty of work to
be done to regain and increase trust
among consumers when it comes to
paid partnerships, and that creators
have a bigger mountain to climb in
that regard.
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ETHICS
Ethics on social media
has never been so hotly
debated.
Former Facebook employee Frances
Haugen’s testimony in front of
the US Senate on the platform’s
algorithm was a key case in point.
The testimony – which lifted the lid
on Meta’s internal practices and
accused the platform of putting
profit ahead of the public good
– was one of several stories that
pushed ethics on social media to
the forefront of consumers’ minds.

CHAPTER 3

Meanwhile,
we’ve
also
seen
leaders criticise new and emerging
platforms
too,
with
former
President Donald Trump labelling
TikTok a national security risk and
attempting to ban it in the United
States.
Questions have also been raised
with regards to mental health with
fledgling social media platform
YikYak closing amid accusations it
facilitated cyberbullying, and social
media trolls being pointed to as
a contributing factor to the tragic
suicide of UK TV presenter Caroline
Flack.
The latter news story spawned the
creation of the #BeKind movement
on social media and our research
explores who bears responsibility
when it comes to supporting social
media users’ mental health. Nearly
a quarter of UK and US consumers
(23%) said they believe social media
platforms are most responsible
for supporting consumers’ mental
health
through
social
media
content, followed by brands (12%),
regulators (11%) and creators (10%).

INFLUENCERS

OWIN PIERSON

10%
23%

REGULATORS

SOCIAL MEDIA
PLATFORMS

@OWINPIERSON, CREATOR (US)

11%

12%
BRANDS

While 30% of marketers agree that
social media platforms bear the
biggest responsibility when it comes
to supporting user mental health,
our research reveals a disconnect
between consumers’ and marketers’
perceptions over the role of brands.
In the UK, nearly a quarter (24%)
of marketers believed brands had
a part to play when it came to
supporting users’ mental health,
but only 11% of consumers felt the
same. Similar results were evident
in the US, with 19% of marketers
saying the burden of responsibility
lies with brands compared to only
12% of consumers.
Despite their disagreements over
the role of brands, both consumers
(10%) and marketers (21%) agree
that creators play a key role in the
mental health of users. And indeed
this can have a positive impact,
as TAKUMI collaborated on an
influencer marketing campaign
with the World Health Organization
(WHO) during the lockdowns in
2020 to issue positive messaging
around mental health.

THE PANDEMIC TOOK
INFLUENCER MARKETING
INTO ANOTHER LEVEL OF
INTEGRITY BECAUSE WE NOT
ONLY HAD TO NAVIGATE THIS
NEW WORLD BUT ALSO BEING
ONLINE WAS IMPORTANT
FOR EVERYONE’S MENTAL
HEALTH AND WELLNESS FOR
CONNECTION.

Creators should be encouraged to
post content that is uplifting and
beneficial to their audiences, but
it’s important to acknowledge the
impact of content on influencers’
own mental health, as that of
consumers. Our research reveals
that a third of creators (33%) have
experienced mental health issues.
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LOU ARCHELL
@LITTLEGREENSHED, CREATOR (UK)
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THE ‘ALWAYS-ON’ IDEA OF
INFLUENCING IS QUITE
DAMAGING MENTALLY FOR
INFLUENCERS. EVERYONE
NEEDS TIME TO STEP AWAY
FROM WORK. I THINK HONEST
OPEN CONVERSATIONS
ABOUT MENTAL HEALTH
IS A GOOD THING, FOR
BOTH INFLUENCERS AND
CONSUMERS.

In particular, our research shines
a light on the consequences the
industry’s high demands are having
on creators, with nearly six in ten
(59%) admitting that their presence
on social media has led to mental
burnout. However, on a positive
note, more than half of the creators
surveyed say they feel empowered
to take a break from social media if
they need to prioritise their mental
health and many have become
authentic commentators on the
topic as a result.

TACKLING
MISINFORMATION ON
SOCIAL MEDIA
The
COVID-19
pandemic
has exposed the dangers of
misinformation on social media, with
numerous anti-vaccine conspiracy
theories circulating on platforms.
Our research reveals that marketers
are acutely aware of this issue and
acknowledge the role they can play
in limiting misinformation online.

Overall, nearly three-quarters of
marketers in the US and UK (74%)
believe that creators and brands
share responsibility for this rather
than social media platforms (72%)
and legislators (70%) – notably, these
results are nearly identical to last
year’s responses, where marketers
said creators and brands (74%) had
the biggest responsibility when it
came to stopping misinformation,
followed by social media platforms
(74%) and legislators (70%).
However, when you observe each
market by itself, there are some
notable
differences.
Although
the data is relatively evenly
distributed, US marketers believe
it is creators and brands’ shared
responsibility to stop the spread
of misinformation (76%), rather
than social media platforms
(73%) or legislators (69%). UK
marketers
disagree,
instead
arguing that it is legislators (73%)
who bear the most responsibility,
putting more onus on the legal
aspect of the issue.

However, it’s important to note
that the success of any policy is
dependent on creators grasping
the advertizing rules in their region.
Our past whitepapers revealed
an unease among creators when
it came to advertizing guidelines,
and our research reinforces this
belief. In the US, nearly a quarter
(23%) of creators say they were
somewhat comfortable with the
FTC guidelines – regarding items
like using disclosures, such as
#ad – but would need to work
with their brand partner to ensure
compliance. Similarly, a further
39% say they would need brand
assistance when it came to music
rights and clearances for sponsored
content.
Although any backlash against
mislabeled posts will mostly be
focused on creators, it can also
damage the reputation of a brand.
The results show why marketers
must respect their relationship
with creators and assist them with
advertizing guidelines.

The appetite of UK marketers for
legislation can be partly explained
by the proactive attitude of the
Advertizing Standards Authority
(ASA) when it comes to influencer
marketing. In June this year, the ASA
announced a new policy to name
and shame prominent creators
whose content had fallen foul of
rules regarding promotional posts.
The new non-disclosure website,
designed for the policy, posts the
name of creators with followers
across social platforms that have
not previously disclosed that some
posts were paid for by brands.
While the policy was controversial –
with some industry experts claiming
it could exacerbate mental health
problems among creators – our
research shows that marketers in
the UK are broadly supportive of the
ASA’s approach, with seven in ten
(70%) saying the policy will improve
the industry.
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DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION
While great strides have been made
in diversity and inclusion in brand
campaigns, our research finds
that marketers’ intentions to be
representative of society are not
translating to consumers.

CONSUMERS

CHAPTER 3

MARKETERS

28%
62%

Only 28% of UK and US consumers
believe
brands’
influencer
marketing
content
adequately
represents diversity in society,
rising to 40% among 16-24-yearolds, but, significantly, dropping to
22% among female respondents.
The lack of accurate representation
in the industry was the inspiration
behind the launch of TAKUMI’s
Female Collective, an insight
collective designed to connect
brands
with
purpose-driven
creators to open a dialogue between
young women and everyday brands.
The Female Collective will shape
brand narratives that represent
their experience in culture.
The fact that less than a third
of consumers believe branded
influencer
content
accurately
represents diversity juxtaposes
the perceptions of marketers,
who, overall, are confident in their
campaign’s diversity and inclusion
credentials. Almost two thirds of
marketers (62%) believe brands’
influencer
marketing
content
adequately represents diversity
in society, rising to 64% among US
marketers.
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SARA JOY MADSEN
MANAGING DIRECTOR AT TAKUMI
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THE INFLUENCER MARKETING
INDUSTRY HAS COME A
LONG WAY ON DIVERSITY
AND INCLUSION OVER THE
PAST FEW YEARS, BUT
THERE IS ALWAYS ROOM
FOR IMPROVEMENT. IN
THE FUTURE, AGENCIES
SHOULD ESTABLISH DIVERSE
TEAMS, INTRODUCE EQUAL
AND FAIR PAY FOR BIPOC
INFLUENCERS AND LOOK TO
IMPROVE THE PROFILE OF
CREATORS WITH DISABILITIES.
DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION
MUST BE AT THE HEART
OF ANY CONVERSATION
BETWEEN BRANDS, AGENCIES
AND INFLUENCERS IN AN
AUTHENTIC WAY. AND WE, AS
AN INDUSTRY, NEED TO BUILD
ON THE PROGRESS WE’VE
MADE.

There is a similar disconnect
between consumers and marketers
around the representation of
marginalised or underrepresented
communities in influencer content.
Just three in ten UK and US
consumers (30%) believe influencer
marketing content better represents
marginalised or underrepresented
communities than traditional brand
owned channels, rising to 40%
among 16-24-year-olds and 44%
among 25-34-year-olds.
This contrasts with marketers who
are once again confident in how
representative their content is. Over
two thirds of marketers (67%) think
that influencer marketing content
better represents marginalised or
underrepresented
communities
than
more
traditional
brand
channels, rising to 68% among US
marketers.

JULIET UZOR
@JULIETUZOR_, CREATOR (UK)

TO IMPROVE DIVERSITY AND
INCLUSION, THE CHANGES
CAN ONLY COME FROM BRAND
DECISION MAKERS. MEMBERS
OF THE PUBLIC NEED TO
BE EXPOSED TO SEEING
PEOPLE FROM ALL TYPES OF
BACKGROUNDS, ABILITIES,
SIZES AND DISPOSITIONS
ON THEIR DEVICES SO IT
BECOMES A NORM.

The results illustrate the dangers of
complacency among marketers. If
they fail to address perceptions over
a lack of diversity and inclusivity in
their influencer marketing content,
they may risk alienating audiences.
Our research clearly shows
that consumers are expecting
marketers to work harder to
achieve the level of diversity
they expect to see in influencer
content.
However, encouragingly for the
future of the industry, marketers are
listening to calls from consumers
to use more diverse creators since
the start of the pandemic. Over
two thirds (67%) of marketers
are using creators from more
diverse backgrounds in campaigns
compared with pre-pandemic, and
this is particularly true for the sales,
media, and marketing sector (72%),
manufacturing and utilities (75%)
and IT and Telecoms (70%).

takumihq

67%
of marketers are
using influencers
from more diverse
backgrounds
in campaigns
compared with
pre-pandemic
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CREATORS TACKLING
SOCIETAL ISSUES

CHAPTER 3

2020 was a significant year
for politics, with the COVID-19
pandemic heightening the role
of Government in society and
the Presidential election pushing
democracy in the United States to
the brink of collapse. As a result,
it was unsurprising that our last
whitepaper found that influencer
engagement in current affairs and
everyday activism was in demand
across both markets.

However, this demand has declined
since last year, with our research
finding that nearly two-fifths of
consumers (38%) believe social
media creators should be used as
a platform to drive awareness and
change on pressing societal issues.
Although there is more agreement
on this point among younger
audiences - 49% among 16–24-yearolds, 54% among 25-34-year-olds
and 49% among 35-44-year-olds the overall figure is down from 41%
in 2020.

DOM IVISON
CO-FOUNDER AND CEO AT THISTHAT

IN TERMS OF CONTENT WE’VE
SEEN AN EMPHASIS ON
INCLUSION AND DIVERSITY.
THE PANDEMIC HAS IMPACTED
MANY PEOPLE FROM MANY
DIFFERENT BACKGROUNDS.
UNSURPRISINGLY, IN TIMES
OF DIFFICULTY, WE’VE SEEN
PEOPLE COMING TOGETHER
IN NEW WAYS ONLINE. THE
PANDEMIC, BLM, CLIMATE
CHANGE AND SOCIAL REFORM
HAS CREATED A SENSE OF
WHAT’S WRONG WITH THE
WORLD AND NOW, YOUNGER
GENERATIONS FUELLED BY
PASSION FOR CHANGE, ARE
MAKING THEIR VOICES HEARD
ON SOCIAL. INFLUENCER
MARKETING HAS RESPONDED.
BRAND PERCEPTION
SEEMS TO BE OF HIGHER
IMPORTANCE IN MANY 2021
CAMPAIGNS. ADDRESSING
THE ABOVE TOPICS IN AN
AUTHENTIC WAY ALSO
APPEARS TO BE A PRIORITY
FOR INFLUENCER MARKETING
AGENCIES.

Despite interest in social activism
content declining year-on-year,
there
remains
a
significant
proportion of consumers who
crave this type of output from
creators and brands. And so the
results suggest that marketers
considering this type of influencer
marketing activity should coincide
their campaigns with socio-political
peaks in the national conversation
to generate the highest possible
engagement rates and engage with
authoritative creators who speak
regularly on the topic.
Yet our research also reveals
that over half of marketers (59%)
would be anxious about working
with creators who are vocal about
politics and social causes despite
almost two thirds (60%) saying they
want to work more with creators
who promote this type of content
– an increase on the 57% in 2020.
Brands and marketers will need to
overcome this hesitancy in order
to ensure content lands effectively,
particularly where it relates to
sensitive issues.

The declining appetite among
consumers for politically orientated
content is particularly acute in the
US – a trend which could be partly
explained by last year being an
election year and the outbreak of
Black Lives Matter protests following
the murder of George Floyd. Over a
third of US consumers (39%) believe
social media creators should use
their platforms to discuss current
affairs and everyday activism, down
from 45% last year.
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CREATORS BETTER
COMMUNICATE POLITICAL
AND SOCIAL ISSUES
Our research reveals that the
marketers that do use creators
for social activism are primarily
driven by a belief that creators
communicate about political and
social issues better than brands,
with almost two thirds of marketers
(60%) agreeing. But consumers are
not entirely convinced, with less
than a third (29%) agreeing that
creators communicate on political
and social issues better than
brands.

LOU ARCHELL
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@LITTLEGREENSHED, CREATOR (UK)

I LOVE TO USE MY PLATFORM
TO BRING AWARENESS TO
CURRENT ISSUES. ISSUES
LIKE #METOO OR THE
MENOPAUSE OR MY POLITICAL
TAKE ON CURRENT AFFAIRS.
I GAIN A LOT OF TRACTION
WHEN TALKING HONESTLY
ABOUT SUBJECTS LIKE THESE.

LAUREN SPEARMAN
HEAD OF CONSUMER COMMS &
SOCIAL AT MADE.COM

FROM A CONSUMER’S
PERSPECTIVE, YOU DON’T
WANT TO BE SOLD TO BY
CREATORS CONSTANTLY.
SEEKING SOMETHING
WITH MORE PURPOSE AND
MEANING IS WHERE TRUE
INFLUENCE IS.

The influence of politically active
creators on consumers, combined
with the desire for creators to use
their platforms to discuss current
affairs and everyday activism,
shows that marketers need to step
out of their comfort zone and shed
their anxieties to achieve maximum
results for their social media
campaign – in particular to resonate
with younger audiences. To do so,
they will need to ensure a safe and
secure way of vetting and managing
the influencer relationship to
avoid any reputational risks for the
partnering brand.

Intriguingly however, our research
finds that creators with a voice
on social activism are a powerful
marketing tool for brands. Over a
third of consumers (36%) believe
social media creators have a greater
influence on them if they show a
social conscience or strong ethical
stance – rising to 47% among
16-24-year-olds and 52% among
25-34-year-olds.
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CREATORS MORE TRUSTED
THAN NEWS OUTLETS
takumihq

Our research last year revealed
the changing role of creators in the
eyes of consumers, with 25% of
consumers admitting to sourcing
news updates and opinions from
creators over established news
outlets. This trend has accelerated
this year, with nearly three in
ten (29%) UK and US consumers
agreeing – rising to nearly half
of 16-24-year-olds across both
markets (44%).

2020

CHAPTER 3

2021

25%
29%

This trend is particularly evident
in the US, with a third of US
consumers (34%) more likely to
source news updates from creators
than traditional news outlets – up
from 28% among the same market
in 2020.
Consumers’ preference for sourcing
news updates from creators rather
than established news outlets is
down to the high levels of trust
placed in creators rather than
a decline in trust of traditional
media. Over a quarter of US and UK
consumers (28%) trust information
from creators more than journalists
and established news outlets – up
from 24% last year.

2020
2021

24%
28%

However, the high levels of trust
placed in creators by consumers
is conditional. As with our past
whitepapers,
disingenuous
or unethical promotions can
permanently damage a creator’s
relationship with their followers.
Half of UK and US consumers (50%)
would unfollow an influencer if they
saw them working with a brand in
a way they felt was disingenuous
or unethical, rising to 57% among
25-34-year-olds and 35-44-yearolds.

50%
of consumers
would unfollow an
influencer if they
saw them working
with a brand in a
way they felt was
disingenuous or
unethical

Authenticity is once again key to the
influencer-user relationship, and
marketers will need to keep this in
mind when working with creators.
Involving creators in the design
process of the campaign can help
ensure that the content produced
is in keeping with their social media
identity. This, in turn, will help
protect creators’ mental health and
can give them license to express
themselves and the brand message
in their own unique way.
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FUTURE
OF THE
INDUSTRY
Almost two years since the
outbreak of Covid 19 and
following huge changes
in how consumers engage
with digital content, what
does the future hold for
influencer marketing?

CHAPTER 4

An
increasingly
tech
savvy
consumer base has emerged which
is now acclimatised to e-commerce,
with the growth of online shopping
set to continue increasing in 2022,
to a record value of $1 trillion in the
US alone. During the course of the
past two years, we revealed how
this has also fuelled an increase in
the scope of influencer marketing
activity along with a rise in budgets.
But what next for the sector?
Marketers are reacting to these
changes in consumer trends by
playing even more investment into
online channels and influencer
marketing as part of their long-term
strategy. Our data has revealed
marketers’ spending intentions
on the channel over the next 12
months and has revealed the scale
of the planned increases.
Of all the channels, marketers
anticipate increasing influencer
marketing spend most on YouTube
(53%) over the next 12 months,
followed by Instagram (51%), online
advertizing (50%), TikTok (46%),
TV & radio (37%), Snapchat (32%),
Pinterest (30%), print or outdoor
advertizing (29%), Twitch (29%),
Triller (21%).

YOUTUBE
INSTAGRAM
ONLINE
ADVERTISING
TIKTOK
TV & RADIO
SNAPCHAT
PINTEREST
PRINT & OUTDOOR
ADVERTISING
TWITCH
TRILLER

0%

15%

Predicted increases in influencer
marketing spend differ between the
UK and US markets, with Instagram
leading the way in the UK, followed
by online advertizing. While in the
US, YouTube dominates.
Interestingly, marketers in more
specialised sectors were among
the most likely to increase their
spend – demonstrating the growing
confidence of marketers in the
value of influencer marketing as a
channel to reach a wide range of
audiences and support on a variety
of objectives. Different trends were
also apparent across the different
channels, for example, legal sector
marketers (58%) were most likely to
increase their influencer marketing
investment on Instagram over the
next 12 months, compared with:

30%

Youtube TikTok -

45%

60%

IT & Telecoms
Sales, Media
& Marketing

Pinterest -

HR

Snapchat -

IT & Telecoms &
Healthcare

Twitch Triller TV/Radio Online
Advertising Print/Outdoor
Advertising -

IT & Telecoms
Legal

Manufacturing &
Utilities & Finance
IT & Telecoms
HR &
Education
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Creators report the predicted
increase in brand spend translating
into a high frequency of activity,
with many posting sponsored
content more than once a month
(64%) and half (50%) having worked
on more than ten campaigns within
the past year.

CHAPTER 4

The increase in spend across
various channels and sectors and
the rise in activity are all clear
indications of how the market is
maturing. As a result, many creators
have now created sophisticated
payment terms based on a variety
of different factors as they adapt
to a developing market and evolve
ways of working with brands.
Our research found that the
vast majority (90%) of creators
change their rate depending on
the different platform used or
combination of platforms outlined
in the brief. A similar proportion
(96%) of creators also admitted to
changing their rates depending on
the type of asset featured in the
sponsored content – for example
a video or still image. Meanwhile,
66% confirmed they charge brands
based on their average engagement
level and 73% charge brands based
on their follower count. The overlap
implies that many creators are using
more than one metric to determine
their rates. Additionally, there are
signs that they are branching out
from the traditional follower figure
that has historically been a popular
way of assessing an creator’s
impact but which has now become
rudimentary for a sector which has
matured rapidly since its inception
on social media.

AIMEÉ HOWELLS
MANAGING PARTNER AT TAKUMI

THE CURRENT STATE OF
INFLUENCER MARKETING IS
INCOMPARABLE TO JUST A
FEW YEARS. THE INDUSTRY
HAS EVOLVED SO MUCH
AND SHED THE VIEW THAT
IT’S THE WILD WEST OF
MARKETING. CONSUMERS
ARE ENGAGING WITH SOCIAL
MEDIA PLATFORMS AND
CREATORS MORE THAN EVER
BEFORE, AND BRANDS CAN
NO LONGER AFFORD NOT TO
INTEGRATE INFLUENCERS
INTO THEIR MARKETING
STRATEGIES.

This is particularly true (70%) in
medium-large sized businesses
(100-500 employees) and in the
following sectors: HR (77%), travel
& transport (75%), and legal
(68%). This has been supported by
social media platforms improving
and widening online shopping
functions, for example Instagram
has rolled out Shopping Tags in
feed posts and in stories. And in
August 2021, TikTok launched its
Shopping feature, which lets users
with a TikTok For Business account
sync Shopify accounts and add a
shopping tab to their TikTok profiles
which displays their products and
creates a direct link to their online
store.
Interestingly, UK marketers (63%)
are more likely than US marketers
(55%) to be using e-commerce
tools in influencer marketing
activity compared with before
the pandemic. This is despite
platforms trialling new features
and functions in the US market first
such as Instagram ‘Checkout’ which
supports in-app purchases.

E-COMMERCE
The planned increase in influencer
marketing
spend
comes
as
marketers grow more and more
confident in its ability to drive sales.
Over half (59%) of marketers are
using more e-commerce tools in
their influencer marketing activity
compared to pre-pandemic.
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A third of creators (31%) are
reportedly increasing ecommerce
integration in brand campaigns
compared to a year ago. While
this figure is encouraging, the
rate of increase isn’t aligned with
the demand among marketers to
ratchet up their online shopping
capabilities
within
influencer
marketing campaigns. The number
of creators supporting in-app
ecommerce functions will need
to increase in order to ensure
alignment with market pressures.

Over one in ten (11%) UK
consumers have been influenced
by a creator to buy a product or
service worth between £51 to £250.
Converted into its equivalent in US
dollars, almost a quarter (22%) of
US citizens have been influenced
to make a purchase worth between
$70 to $346. A further 5% of US
citizens have been influenced to buy
a product or service worth between
$347 - $692. The data demonstrates
the opportunities for luxury brands
to also use creators to drive sales –
especially among older generations:
among 35-44 year olds, 13% the
UK and 32% in the US have been
influenced to spend between £101500 or $139-$692 respectively.

However there are encouraging
signs that this is changing. A large
number of creators are part of
beta programs for new features
or ads designed to improve both
the platforms’ and their own
performance. In particular on
Instagram (66%), TikTok (32%) and
Facebook (20%).

UK

UK

4 (1.7%)
75 (31.6%)

TIKTOK
7 (3%)

SNAPCHAT
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32%

156 (65.8%)

TWITTER

0 (0%)
21 (8.9%)

YOUTUBE

12 (5.1%)

PINTEREST
TWITCH

13%

US

47 (19.8%)

FACEBOOK

TRILLER

22%

US

INSTAGRAM

ONLYFANS

11%

0 (0%)
0 (0%)

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

As creators increasingly evolve
into an ecommerce function,
consumers are validating the efforts
of marketers and creators to adopt
new tools. Our research revealed
that consumers are spending
significant sums on individual
purchases as a result of creators.
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SELECTIVITY IN THE
INFLUENCER-BRAND
RELATIONSHIP
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With the amount of money now
in the industry - worth $13.8
billion globally in 2021 - creators,
marketers and consumers are all
being more selective about who
they partner with, what campaigns
they work on and who they follow.
The volume of brands entering
the market and the number of
campaigns available to collaborate
on makes this possible.
Seven in ten (70%) marketers have
admitted to being more selective
with the creators they partner
with compared with before the
pandemic. Likewise, comparing
the same time period, creators
are also showing an increased
confidence in being more selective
about brand partnerships, with
over three quarters (76%) agreeing.
In particular, because creators
prioritise “only working with brands/
on brand campaigns that are
relevant to their creative output”
(40%) and “only working with brands
which are aligned with their ethical
and moral standpoints” (39%) as
the main reasons why they are
being more selective. The results
show creators’ understanding of the
importance of aesthetic and ethical
alignment for the success of brand
campaigns and a willingness to
put this first at the risk of potential
partnership opportunities. creators
are also being more selective
because they had become “more
established” (21%) as an influencer
and were prioritizing “higher income
opportunities” (21%).

40%

30%

20%

10%

0%
I AM MORE
ESTABLISHED
AS AN
INFLUENCER NOW

I WANT TO WORK
WITH BRANDS
WHICH ARE
ALIGNED WITH MY
ETHICAL AND
MORAL
STANDPOINTS

I ONLY WORK
WITH BRANDS/ON
BRAND
CAMPAIGNS THAT
ARE RELEVANT TO
MY CREATIVE
OUTPUT

If working on a multi-channel
campaign, marketers will need
to be even more selective as our
data shows that consumers are
increasingly only engaging with
the same influencer on just one
platform. Compared with 2020
(37%), only one in four (27%)
creators follow the same creator
on more than one platform. This
will mean marketers will need
to carefully assess the value of
creators’ online presence across
each channel and opt in favour of
those who specialise in one in line
with consumer behavior.

I PRIORITIZE
HIGHER INCOME
OPPORTUNITIES

I WANT TO BE ABLE
TO VOCALIZE MY
VIEW ON POLITICAL
AND SOCIAL
CAUSES ON MY
PLATFORMS

I WORK ON
FEWER
CAMPAIGNS BUT
MORE CHANNELS

PROFESSIONALISATION

As the profession has evolved,
the
majority
of
influencers
(80%) say that the meaning of
“influencer” has changed over
the last year. This may come as
some industry professionals look
to distance themselves from the
term “influencer” after some
were criticised in early 2021 for
travelling to holiday destinations
such as Dubai despite lockdown
restrictions. As a result, there is
a further important distinction to
be made between creators and
creators with seven out of ten
(71%) respondents in our survey
identifying as the latter, in order to
reflect the true creative expertise
required in the profession.

Working as an influencer is
increasingly
recognized
as
a
profession. This is reflected in
consumer opinion, with three in
ten US and UK consumers (30%)
seeing it as a viable career - rising
considerably among 16-24-year-old
(42%), 25-34-year-olds (48%) and
35-44-year-olds (43%). Generally, US
consumers (36%) are more likely to
agree than UK consumers (25%).

This distinction is even more blurred
for consumers – more than two
fifths (41%) of whom don’t know the
difference between celebrities and
creators. As such, creators will need
to continue to assert themselves as
professionals in order to establish
their reputation among the wider
public and then to further accelerate
the transition to “creator” that they
aspire to.
Regardless of some consumers not
truly understanding the role of an
influencer, a quarter of UK and US
consumers (25%) admitted they are
envious of creators’ careers - rising
to 43% among 16-24-year-olds and
44% among 25-34-year-olds.
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This pressure of having an enviable
career and also living a public life
puts pressure on creators to lead
by example. The majority (88%) feel
they have a duty to be a positive
societal role model. This could be
contributing to some of the mental
health issues creators describe
experiencing.
However, it appears that despite
some public criticism of the
influencer community during the
pandemic, a significant proportion
of marketers feel that they
successfully fulfil the role of positive
societal role model, with almost two
thirds of marketers (60%) agreeing.

the importance of trust and
transparency. This was followed
by “a strong ethical stance”
(22%), “authenticity in promoting
products or brands” (22%), “more
creative/original content” (21%)
and “more personalised interaction
with
followers”
(18%).
These
priorities change among different
demographics, with a third of
16-24-year-olds in the US and
UK (33%) placing “more creative/
original content” as the top priority
for creators in the future.

60%

28%
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MAX OSBORNE
Yet this doesn’t align with public
opinion. Just a quarter of UK and US
consumers (28%) consider creators
as positive societal role models.
Although this rises dramatically
among
younger
generations
- 41% of 16-24-year-olds, 42%
of 25-34-year-olds and 43% of
35-44-year-olds – there is clearly still
a need for the influencer community
to build or rebuild their reputation
as respected professionals.

FUTURE OF THE INDUSTRY
So how can creators change
perceptions? Above all, over a
quarter of consumers (26%) have
called for creators to be transparent
about commercial relationships
with brands, showing once again

CO-FOUNDER AT THISTHAT

THERE IS NO DOUBT
THAT THE BEHAVIOUR OF
ENGAGING WITH CREATORS
FOR ENTERTAINMENT IS
BECOMING A HABIT TO MANY
AND THIS IS HERE TO STAY.
THANKS TO QUITE LITERALLY
BEING LOCKED INSIDE
PEOPLE MORE AND MORE
ARE TURNING TO CREATORS
FOR ENTERTAINMENT GIVING
THEM MORE POWER TO
ENGAGE THEIR REACH, DRIVE
AWARENESS, SALES AND
ADVOCACY FOR BRANDS.
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Meanwhile, UK consumers prioritise
“a strong ethical stance” more than
their US counterparts, citing it as
the second most important thing
they would like to see more of from
creators in future, while American
consumers placed it fourth.
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There is some alignment with
creators who also want to see
the loss or lack of trust and
transparency (42%) as the second
highest priority they want tackled
in the industry followed by more
original content (39%). However, fair
and equal pay ranks highest (70%),
with diversity also featuring near
the top of the list (39%), showing
a strong desire among creators to
achieve a more ethical industry.
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CONCLUSION

CONCLUSION

The pandemic has
intensified a variety of
trends in the influencer
marketing sector,
ultimately accelerating
the maturity and
professionalism of the
industry.
Fuelled by a rise in consumer
engagement, our research reveals
that influencer marketing activity
is growing across a range of
channels and sectors as a result.
As consumers engage more with
creators’ content and marketers
become more familiar with it, their
confidence in the channel grows.
Older generations of consumers
are showing substantial growth in
engagement and spend to match
their younger peers. Meanwhile,
marketers are showing faith in
the channel as they increase the
allocation of marketing budgets
away
from
more
traditional
channels and increasingly towards
influencer marketing.

CONCLUSION

And they are validated in their
approach with news that influencer
marketing is now the most
persuasive marketing channel.
But despite a largely positive
outlook for the future of the
industry,
there
are
some
developments needed to accelerate
its progression. Consistent with our
previous whitepapers, maintaining
and increasing trust, transparency
and authenticity are still crucial to
furthering the industry’s success.
And there are some other, new
challenges that must be addressed
in order to clean up the industry
and make it even more effective.

There is also a growing disconnect
between marketers and consumers
about
whether
the
industry
adequately represents diversity and
marginalised or underrepresented
communities, with complacency
creeping in among marketers
despite demand from consumers
to see more proactivity on the issue
from brands. Marketers either need
to improve how they’re approaching
issues of diversity in their creator
content or change the way these
issues are communicated.
And while there is still demand for
creators to have a voice on ethical
and societal issues – although
less now than last year – creators
can nonetheless be an effective
communication tool for brands on
these topics. But marketers that
use them in this way will need to
be strategic about how and when
they deploy them to get optimal
benefits for the brand and to reduce
reputational risks.
All of this is a sign that the market
is maturing in 2021. However,
this whitepaper also shines a light
on how the sector is suffering
from growing pains. Marketers
will need to carefully navigate
the shifting world of influencer
marketing - where demands from
consumers on brands and creators
are changing, at the same time
as creators themselves strive to
safeguard their audiences and
establish the profession. Those that
can remain savvy to these changes
have a wealth of opportunities at
their fingertips as the demographics
of
customers
reachable
via
influencer marketing grows in 2022
and beyond.

Mental health issues have been
identified as a concern for
consumers and creators and need
to be collectively tackled – with
social media platforms leading the
way in this responsibility.
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METHODOLOGY

METHODOLOGY

In
September
2021,
TAKUMI
commissioned
and
executed
this research based on 3,310
respondents.
TAKUMI used Stargazer’s influencer
base to execute a study of 307
creators globally.

METHODOLOGY

Censuswide was commissioned
by TAKUMI to execute a study of
2,001 nationally representative
consumers (aged 16+) and 1,003
marketers in the UK and US.
Censuswide abide by and employ
members of the Market Research
Society which is based on the
ESOMAR principles.
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